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Abstract 

Objective: Myeloid sarcoma is a rare form of acute myeloid leukaemia characterized by extramedullary 

proliferation of myeloid blasts which can occur as an isolated lesion in any organ. Even rarer it may occur in the 

orbit as the initial presentation without a leukaemic phase and diagnosis may be challenging when it is not 

suspected.           

Methods: We report a case of orbital myeloid sarcoma as the initial presentation of acute myeloid leukaemia in an 

adult who was misdiagnosed and treated as a case of a pseudotumour with resultant significant disease progression 

and worsening of the clinical condition. There was a lag of four months from the onset of eye mass to the 

development of acute myeloid leukaemia. 

Result: Due to patients worsening condition and tumour progression, a repeat biopsy for a second histology 

opinion at a different facility, immunophenotyping and immunohistochemistry were employed to arrive at the 

correct diagnosis. Following chemotherapy, the orbital mass reduced markedly and clinical condition improved. 

The patient was indigent and could not sustain further funding of his treatment because he had already spent much 

on for management of complications he developed before a definitive diagnosis could be made. 

Conclusion: Myeloid sarcoma can present as an orbital mass without a leukemic disease. Therefore a high index 

of suspicion, meticulous examination of biopsy, immunohistochemistry and collaboration between oncologists and 

ophthalmologists, are required to arrive at an early accurate diagnosis. 
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1. Introduction 

Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) is a heterogeneous group of diseases characterized by uncontrolled proliferation 

of myeloid progenitor cells that gradually replace normal haematopoiesis in the bone marrow. AML accounts for 

about 15%–20% of acute leukaemias in children and adolescents and 80% in adults (Kouchkovsky & Abdul-Hay, 

2016). 

A unique but rare (<1%) form of AML called myeloid sarcoma (MS) is a clinical situation in which a tumour-like 

proliferation of myeloid blasts occurs outside the bone marrow (Dores, Devesa, Curtis, Linet, & Morton, 2012). 

These tumour masses of myeloid blasts disrupt the tissue architecture unlike AML with tissue infiltrates where the 

underlying architecture is preserved (Wang & Li, 2016). MS occurs most in M5a (monoblastic), M5b (monocytic), 

M4 (myelomonocytic) AML subtypes (Byrd, Edenfield, Shields, & Dawson, 1995). 

MS can occur in virtually any organ or tissue. This includes connective and soft tissues, skin, breast, digestive 

system, lymph nodes, orbit of the eyes, uterus, mediastinum (Goyal, Bartley, Patnaik, Litzow, AI-Kali, & Go, 2017; 

Audouin, Comperat, Le Tourneau, Camilleri-Broet, Adida, Molina, Diedold, 2003; Seifert, Bulkeley, Zhang, 

Menes, & Bui, 2014). However ophthalmic manifestations have been reported to be rare (Kincaid & Green, 1983; 

Schachat, 1989). 

MS can occur in diverse clinical presentations including; (Christopher, William, & Bonnie, Seong-Jin, Farahvar, 

Chen, & Wang, 2014; Dock, 1983). 

a) Initial presentation in a healthy individual in whom a typical AML with leukaemic phase evolves after an 

interval of weeks, months or years 

b) The first manifestation of relapse in a patient previously treated for leukaemia 

c) Patients in the active phase of AML 

MS occurs in all age groups with some reports showing a median age of 56 years and a wide range of 1 month to 89 

years (Falini et al., 2007; Piled et al., 2007; Neiman, Barcos, Berard, Bonner, Mann, Rydell, & Bennett, 1981; 

Goyal et al., 2017). Males are more affected than females (Goyal et al., 2017) while distribution by race shows 

more whites affected than blacks but overall survival worse in blacks (Goyal et al., 2017). 

MS when presenting as the initial feature of AML can be a diagnostic dilemma (Vardiman et al., 2009; Kiratli, 

Balci, Himmetoglu, &Uner, 2009; Mangla, Dewan, & Meyer, 2012; Balyen, DenizBalyen, &Pasa, 2016) more so 

when it occurs in rare sites including the orbit as presented in this case report. 

2. Case Summary 

A case of a nineteen year (19yr) old Nigerian male student who presented with four (4) months history of 

protrusion of both eyes worse on the right. See Figure 1. This was gradual in onset but progressive. There were 

associated gradual loss of vision, pain (throbbing), that radiates to the frontal area of the head, generalized 

headache, occasional dizziness, vomiting, catarrh and hearing loss on the right ear. There was no history of fever, 

weakness, bone pain, night sweats, chest pain nor cough. 

 

 

Figure 1. Facial Photograph at first presentation shows proptosis of both eyes worse on the right 
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Figure 2. Bone Marrow Picture at First Presentation. Shows Erythorid Clusters And Reduction in Other Cell Lines 

 

Examination revealed a young male, not in any obvious distress, with bilateral protrusion of the eyes (worse on the 

right eye), afebrile, moderately pale, anicteric, acyanosed, not dehydrated, no palpable lymph node enlargement 

and no pedal oedema. The eye mass was fleshy red with dry crusty blood clot covering some areas. An incisional 

biopsy was planned to aid diagnosis and workup laboratory and radiological tests were done. Initial full blood 

count (FBC) revealed moderate anaemia, thrombocytopenia and neutropenia. These were corroborated by a 

peripheral blood film report and Bone Marrow Aspiration showed depression of myeloid and megakaryocytic cell 

lines, erythroid clusters, no foreign cells. See Figure 2.Histology report gave a diagnosis of idiopathic orbital 

inflammatory disease (pseudotumour) with dense lymphocytic infiltrates. 

 

 

Figure 3. Facial Photograph shows an increase in orbital mass and development of multiple masses on the scalp  

 

Orbital CT scan revealed a homogenous mass in each orbit. The right mass measured 49×32×10mm while the left 

was 26×11×10mm. A radiological diagnosis of bilateral proptosis secondary to orbital mass was made. 

Based on the histology report, he was admitted and immediately commenced on oral and topical antibiotics, tear 

substitutes to prevent desiccation of the exposed eyeball, and steroids. He was then placed on IV 

methylprednisolone for 3 days and later maintained on tablet prednisolone for eleven days; oral calcium gluconate 

100mg daily for two (2) weeks. While on this therapy, his vision on the left eye improved a bit but subsequently his 

clinical condition deteriorated four months later on follow-up visit. He was found to be febrile (high-grade fever), 

severely pale and weak. Eye protrusion worsened with associated haemorrhage, loss of sight in the right eye and 

hearing loss in the right ear. He also developed multiple scalp swellings. See figure 3. This then necessitated a 

review of his initial diagnosis.  

A repeat biopsy for a second opinion was ordered. Pre-surgery FBC then showed severe thrombocytopaenia of 

30,000 per microlitre and White Cell Count of 103,000 per microlitre with Absolute Neutrophil Count of 96,000 

per microlitre. Peripheral Blood Film showed neutrophilia with monoblasts and myeloblasts. 

The orbital tumour was biopsied again for a repeat histology diagnosis at a different facility to get a second opinion. 

The histology report showed malignant myeloid proliferation made up of extensive sheets of primitive blasts. 
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Intermediate-sized cells with rounded vesicular nuclei with prominent nucleoli and scanty cytoplasm with some 

occasional cells having brightly eosinophilic granular cytoplasm were seen and were suggestive of granulocytic 

sarcoma. Immunohistochemistry was requested. The result of immunohistochemistry sowed a high positivity for 

CD14 confirming that it is myeloid sarcoma of the monoblastic variant. 

Consequently, he was then worked up for chemotherapy following counselling and informed consent. He was 

transfused with 3 units of packed red cells and an adult unit of platelet concentrates before chemotherapy. He had 

DA (Doxorubicin 25mg/m2 for 3 days and Ara – C 100mg/m2 for one week. While on chemotherapy he had 

adequate blood support. After the first induction had been completed he had achieved a complete remission with 

the disappearance of the scalp swellings and gross reduction of the orbital tumour (>80% reduction). See figure 4 

and 5. He was then scheduled for a second induction therapy but due to financial constraints, he could not procure 

the chemotherapy drugs and blood product support. Subsequently, his clinical condition deteriorated and he 

developed multiple organ failure and later succumbed to death.  

 

 

Figure 4. Facial Photograph shows marked reduction of orbital mass and disappearance of scalp swellings two 

weeks later after receiving induction chemotherapy 

 

 

Figure 5. Facial Photograph shows more than 90% reduction of orbital mass four weeks after induction 

chemotherapy. However right eye orbit was destroyed 

 

3. Discussion  

Myeloid sarcomas are discrete tumours of leukaemic myeloblasts or occasionally leukaemic monocytes. They 

develop in the skin and soft tissues, periosteum, and bone, lymph nodes, gastrointestinal tract, pleura, gonads, 

urinary tract, central nervous system and other sites including the orbit. Orbital MS is quite uncommon in adults 

unlike in children where it relatively occurs (Shields, Stopyra, Marr, Shields, Pan, Eagle Jr, & Bernstein, 2003; 

Diand, Yadav, Grover, Bhalla, & Sachdav, 2013). MS may be the first manifestation of AML preceding the onset in 

marrow and blood by months or years (Christopher et al., 2014; Dock, 1983; Max, A. L., Charalampakis, Ford, 

Gourevitch, & Desai, 2017). Our patient who presented initially with an orbital sarcoma developed systemic 
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manifestation of AML in the bone marrow and peripheral blood after eight months from onset of eye swelling. 

Studies have shown that the median time to develop AML from extramedullary MS range from 5months to 12 

months (Goyal et al., 2017). Our patient presented initially without bone marrow and peripheral blood disease as 

evidenced by the report of bone marrow biopsy and peripheral blood film (see Figure 3). The cytopenias he had 

was then attributed to an eye tumour with probable bone marrow suppression.  

Definitive diagnosis with histology is pivotal to commencement of appropriate therapy and MS is often 

misdiagnosed (Alexier, Wang, Ning, Chumsri, Gojo, Rodgers, Stass, & Zhao, 2007). The initial histological 

diagnosis of pseudotumour, in this case, could have been mistakenly informed by the cellular infiltrates thought to 

be lymphoid and the low index of suspicion of the clinicians (Menasce, Banerjee, Bcekett, & Harris, 1999). 

Moreover, pseudotumor accounts for a majority of painful orbital mass in adults (Ding, Lip, & Chong, 2011). MS 

has also been commonly misdiagnosed as non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, small round cell tumour and undifferentiated 

carcinoma when histology is used alone (Alexier et al., 2007). The diagnosis of orbital MS is usually hinged on 

histology which was missed in our case and subsequent treatment of the patient with steroid therapy lead to initial 

mild improvement of vision in the left eye and development of more masses on the scalp and inner ear with hearing 

loss and worsening of patient's clinical condition.  

Due to further deterioration of patient’s clinical condition, a repeat histology of the orbital tumour biopsy was done 

and more definitively immunohistochemistry was performed, while immunophenotyping was done with the 

peripheral blood and repeat bone marrow aspirate which now showed involvement by the leukaemic cells. The 

histologic features of MS are similar to those of myeloid blasts of the various subtypes of AML. Microscopically 

there is a diffuse homogenous medium to large blastic with ovoid nuclei and centrally located nuclei with open 

chromatin, scanty to moderate cytoplasm and high mitotic count (Alexier et al., 2007). This is typical of what was 

seen in this index case on repeat histology. 

A definitive diagnosis of MS is based on immunohistochemistry (Brunning, Bennett, Flandrin, Matutes, Varidman, 

& Harris, 2001; Chang, Eshoa, Kampalath, Shidham, & Perkins, 2000). Fresh tissue specimens may also be 

analyzed by flow cytometric analysis. MS also have immunophenotypic features identical to AML. 

Immunohistochemical stains used include CD3+, CD117) which are positive in undifferentiated blasts (B7) and 

also markers to establish myeloid or monocytic differentiation (myeloperoxidase [MPO] CD68 – R EPGMI clone) 

lysozyme, CD83, CD14, CD 163 etc.). Immunohistochemical stain of our patient's biopsy sample showed CD33 

(weak) <24% CD 14 (strong) 66% which is suggestive of a monocytic subtype. 

Myeloid sarcomas are associated with some chromosomal abnormalities including t(8;21)(q22;q22), trisomy;11, 

trisomy 8 etc (Piled et al., 2007; Chakraborty, Adams, Nassiri, & Vance, 2014; Schwyzer, Sherman, Cohn, Poole, 

& Willem, 1998). 

Following diagnosis (which was made late due to initial misdiagnosis) patient could not be started on full 

definitive treatment immediately because his general condition was bad due to disease advancement. He was 

resuscitated with blood support, oxygen therapy, fluid and antibiotics before definitive treatment with 

chemotherapy. Treatment of MS is same with AML where chemotherapeutic regimen courses are instituted (Bakst, 

Tallman, Douer, & Yahalom, 2011; Al-Khateed, Bdheed, Haddad, Marei, & Abbasi, 2011; Stepensky, Revel-Vilk, 

Yehuda-Gafni, Mali, Resnick, & Weintraub, 2009). Debulking surgeries can also be employed (Bakst et al., 2011; 

Ooi, Chim, Khong, Au, Lie, Tsang, & Kwong, 2001; Imrie et al., 1995). Due to financial constraints, our case 

received only induction therapy with doxorubicin and cytarabine and had a very good clinical response (see 

Figures 4 & 5). Treatment could not continue due to financial reasons. Patient was indigent and had spent so much 

in the management of complications he developed before accurate diagnosis could was made. Overall survival and 

prognosis is variable and depends on several factors including sites affected, race, age and sex (Edgerton, 1947; 

Balyen et al., 2016). Though debatable, it is predicted that a patient with MS with leukaemic features portends a 

poor clinical outcome and shorter survival (Balyen et al., 2016). The overall survival of those with extramedullary 

myeloid sarcoma appears to vary significantly based on the patient's age, sex, race and sites of presentation. Our 

patient's early death due to the inability to procure blood support needed to complete his chemotherapy doses could 

not allow us to conclude on the long-term clinical outcome.  

MS involving the orbit is a big masquerader and diagnosis can be challenging for clinicians and histopathologists 

as seen in the case presented. When evaluating a patient with orbital mass, the ophthalmologist, in collaboration 

with other specialists (including pathologists) should consider a wide variety of benign and malignant conditions, 

employ appropriate investigations with the aim of reaching an accurate diagnosis that will facilitate the early 

institution of definitive management. This will greatly improve patient outcome without depleting patients' scarce 

funds unduly and worsening of clinical status before definitive treatment is instituted as was in our patient’s case. 
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